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INTRODUCTION

Early in 1978 Essex Minerals Company initiated the 

investigation of an area near Croon Lake in the Arrell Lake Area, 

District of Thunder Bay, Ontario, for the possible presence of 

economic concentrations of uranium mineralization. Following 

the staking of 34 mining claims to protect the area of interest 

Roy K. Mudford and Andre Belzil, in September, 1978, discovered 

two boulders containing high-grade uranium mineralization while 

conducting a reconnaissance-type geological survey of the property.

During January and February, 1979, a control grid was 

established and a VLF electromagnetic survey was conducted over 

the entire claims group. At the same time an emanometer survey 

to detect near-surface concentrations of Radon gas was conducted 

over a portion of the property.

From June 4th to July 18th, 1979, the author and three 

assistants prospected and mapped the property in detail, both 

geologically and radiometrically.

The results of the geological mapping and prospecting 

form the basis of this report.



SUMMARY

An examination of the Croon Lake property was 

conducted during the period June 4th to July 18th, 1979. 

It included detailed geological and geophysical (radiometric) 

mapping and prospecting.

Although this and other work has failed to locate 

the source of high-grade uranium-bearing boulders found on the 

claims, the discovery of a third boulder provides some encourage 

ment and the compiled data provide additional direction for 

further exploration.
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DESCRIPTION OF CLAIMS, LOCATION, ACCESS, PHYSIOGRAPHY

The property consists of 34 contiguous, unpatented 

mining claims held by Essex Minerals Company, License No. T786, 

of 600 Grant Street, Pittsburgh, Pa., 15230, U.S.A. The claims 

are numbered TB484714 to TB484729, and TB484782 to TB484799, 

inclusive, and cover approximately 1360 acres adjoining the 

southeast end of Croon Lake in the west central part of the 

Arrell Lake Area, District of Thunder Bay, Thunder Bay Mining 

Division, Ontario.

Access to the property is most practically obtained 

by means of ski (winter) or float (summer) equipped aircraft 

from the village of Jellicoe to Croon Lake. Jellicoe is located 

approximately 28 miles north of Croon Lake on Highway No. 11. 

The southern line of the Canadian National Railway also passes 

through Jellicoe.

Forest cover over the claims is dense with black spruce, 

jackpine, poplar and white birch the most predominant growth.

Differences in elevation of up to 250 feet occur over 

the property and the many abrupt changes of 10 to 25 feet or 

more make travelling around it difficult and sometimes hazardous. 

The claims cover several small lakes which drain in a southwesterly 

direction into a northwest trending linear and then along this 

linear, northwesterly, into Croon Lake.



PREVIOUS WORK

Prior to Essex's entry into the region no previous 

work is known to have been conducted over that area comprising 

their current holdings.

Since acquiring the claims the company has established 

a picket-line grid and conducted a VLF electromagnetic survey 

over the entire property, and conducted an emanometer survey over 

a selected portion of it. Some soil sampling was also carried 

out.

The grid was controlled by an orthagonally placed 

base-line run on an azimuth of 45 degrees. Grid lines 400 feet 

apart were cut, chained, picketed and flagged at 100 foot 

intervals to the property boundaries.

A V.L.F. electromagnetic survey was carried out using 

a Geonics Model EM-16 receiver tuned to U.S.A. naval station NAA 

transmitting from Cutler, Maine, at a frequency of 17.8 KHz. 

Readings were taken at 50 foot intervals along all traverse lines.

The emanometer survey to detect near-surface concentra 

tions of radon gas covered an area (grid) extending from 1000 East 

to 2000 West and from 800 to 8000 North. Readings were taken at 

100 foot intervals along all lines.



WORK UNDERTAKEN

Geological mapping of the claims was undertaken in 

an attempt to locate and delineate the source of two high-grade 

uranium-bearing boulders discovered during a brief reconnaissance 

survey of the property. It was decided that a radiometric 

survey would be conducted contemporaneously to facilitate 

recognition of radioactive formations and interpretation of the 

geological data. In addition, two prospectors were employed 

almost exclusively to search for additional uraniferous boulders 

similar to those discovered by Mudford and Belzil in 1978.

The grid established to provide control for a previous 

VLF survey was also employed to control the work discussed in 

this report. Each member of the mapping and prospecting crew 

was equipped with a McPhar Geophysics Model TV-1A scintillometer 

calibrated to a single source.

Mapping was done along all traverse lines.
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GEOLOGY

I General

All the bedrock underlying the Croon Lake property 

is of Precambrian age. Generally east-west striking, steeply 

dipping Archean metasediments occupy the northwest, southwest, 

and southeast sections of the claims group.

The central and northeast part of the property is 

underlain by a large boot-shaped mass of Algoman granite or 

"pegmatite granite" and its various facies, and includes large 

inclusions of undigested remnants of the older metasediments. 

The toe of this "boot" is located near the east shore of Croon 

Lake.

Intrusive into the older formations are bodies of 

Keeweenawan diabase. The body outcropping along the west side 

of Lakes A and B, and terminating at the north side of Lake C, 

appears to be a sill, 30 to 50 feet thick, dipping gently to 

the southwest. In fact, a few simple fault-related inferences 

could produce a picture which would show virtually the entire 

area underlain at depth by a single diabase sill.
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Description Of Principal Rock Types

The METASEDIMENTS form a grey rock with a distinct 

banded appearance. 90 percent of it is a quartz-biotite feldspar 

type with or without garnet. Where garnet is present the 

crystals are small - always less than 6 mm in diameter. The rock 

is fine to medium grained and has a distinct banded appearance. 

Foliation due to the alignment of biotite crystals is evident and 

appears to parallel the banding. A second type, accounting for 

possibly 10 percent of the whole, occurs as thick,massive,fine 

grained,siliceous bands containing sparse fine flakes of muskovite. 

Occasional radioactive "hot" spots in the sediments may be caused 

by zircon.

BIOTITE GRANITE is characterized by a pink coloured 

weathered surface and a medium grained granoblastic texture of 

the feldspar, quartz, and biotite components. In addition to 

biotite, small amounts of amber coloured muskovite (?) may be 

present. The biotite granite is generally radioactive with a 

background of 3,000 to 4,000 counts per minute but it does not 

have local high level concentrations of radioactivity similar 

to those found in the 'pegmatite granite".

PEGMATITE GRANITE is a misnomer but is employed here to 

describe a rock with a particular mineral assemblage which includes 

large blocks or fragments of fine to medium grained texture within 

massive coarse grained or pegmatitic masses. The rock is character 

ized by its white weathered surface and is composed of plagioclase 

feldspars, muskovite, and white quartz. Albite crystals 8 to 10 cm 

wide were noted. Quartz occurs as fine grains and large masses or 

veins up to two feet wide and the muskovite as isolated crystals 

up to 20 mm in diameter or masses of crystals up to 10 cm in 

diameter. Radioactivity in the "pegmatite granite" varies 

greatly from 2,000 counts per minute to over 100,000 counts per 

minute over local "hot" spots. High radiation is generally 

associated with larger concentrations of muskovite.
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DIABASE is a dark green,medium grained rock. Under 

a hand lens it appears to be composed mainly of plagioclase 

feldspar and pyroxene with minor constituents including 

hornblends and magnetite. The plagioclase is grey to pale green 

in colour and occurs usually as well shaped euhedral crystals. 

The pyroxene is a dark green colour and the crystal form is often 

poorly defined. Near contacts the diabase becomes very dark 

coloured and very fine grained. Columnar jointing is evident 

along the side of many outcrops.

III Mineralization

The only mineralization of economic significance was 

found in three isolated, angular boulders and has been identified 

as pitchblende. Geochemical analysis of samples from these 

boulders indicates a grade of from 4.2 pounds to 6.0 pounds 

Uranium per ton.

Radioluxographs show the mineralization to be dissemina 

ted throughout the host rock as well as associated with shear zones 

and their hydro thermally altered selvages.

Petrographic analysis of fragments of the boulders 

suggest that they originated from a mylonitized zone of hydro- 

thermally altered diorite or andesite.

On the control grid the boulders are situated at the 

following locations: 38 4- 50 N - 9 * 20 W; 48 + 9 5 N - 9 + 0 5 W; 

50 H- 55 N - 9 4- 20 W.

IV Results of the Survey

As a result of the 'geological mapping and prospecting 

one additional pitchblende-bearing boulder - the most northerly - 

was located and a relatively detailed picture of geological forma 

tions underlying the property was obtained. However, the source 

of the pitchblende-bearing boulders was not located.
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Although formations are badly broken, significant 

faulting is difficult to map. It appears as if a major NE 

trending fault bisects the property through lakes "A", "B" and 

"C" and that a northwest fault cuts across the claims through 

lake "C". Several northwest trending subsidiary faults are 

suspected to exist but only one,located just south and almost 

parallel to line 52N,is prominent enough to be defined with 

assurance.

A conspicuous disruption of the diabase occurs along 

the above-mentioned northwest trending fault and two of the 

three uraniferous boulders lie some 125 and 300 feet respectively 

southeast of it. Since glacial movement in the region was from 

NE to SW and because drainage and any gravitational movement of 

rubble other than the very local spoils is from the same 

direction, this fault must be considered as a prime locus for the 

source of the mineralized boulders.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Three angular boulders of mylonitized basic material 

containing concentrations of from more than four to six pounds 

of Uranium per ton have been discovered on the Crook Lake 

property. Although all efforts to date have failed to locate 

the source of the boulders, their very presence provides 

considerable encouragement and compiled data provide specific 

direction for further exploration of the property.

It has been concluded that additional electromagnetic 

or magnetic geophysical work over the claims would be redundant.

Because northwest trending faulting occurs across the 

main northeast trending diabase mass may be related to the 

source of the mineralized boulders a much more detailed map 

should be compiled of the area in the vicinity of the boulders 

with special emphasis placed on the recording of all faults and 

fault-related fractures. Therefore,remapping of an area 

extending 400 to 600 feet beyond the known or inferred edges of 

the diabase mass, from 36N to 68N, is recommended. This mapping 

should be conducted along cut lines spaced not more than 100 

feet apart.

The possibility that the uranium-bearing boulders come 

from a Theano Point - Montreal River area type occurrence must 

be considered. Here pitchblende is localized in or near, and then 

structurally related to, diabase. If this is the case, the 

bottom of the diabase sill in the vicinity of the two most northerly 

located boulders should be examined. This can only be done by 

diamond drilling a series of short vertical holes through the 

diabase along the east edge of the sill.
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Funding should be provided to cover the cost of 

detailed geological mapping as recommended in paragraph 2 

and for up to 2500 feet of diamond drilling to examine possible 

fault and sill bottom sources of the uraniferous boulders.

All of which is submitted for your information and 

consideration.

October 25, 1979 _______ 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada I-f.'WV^enSick, P. En?

Consulting Geologist
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